Retinal opsin photopigments initiate mammalian vision when stimulated by light. Most mammals possess a short wavelength-sensitive opsin 1 (SWS1) pigment that is primarily sensitive to either ultraviolet or violet light, leading to variation in colour perception across species. Despite knowledge of both ultraviolet-and violet-sensitive SWS1 classes in mammals for 25 years, the adaptive significance of this variation has not been subjected to hypothesis testing, resulting in minimal understanding of the basis for mammalian SWS1 spectral tuning evolution. Here, we gathered data on SWS1 for 403 mammal species, including novel SWS1 sequences for 97 species. Ancestral sequence reconstructions suggest that the most recent common ancestor of Theria possessed an ultraviolet SWS1 pigment, and that violet-sensitive pigments evolved at least 12 times in mammalian history. We also observed that ultraviolet pigments, previously considered to be a rarity, are common in mammals. We then used phylogenetic comparative methods to test the hypotheses that the evolution of violet-sensitive SWS1 is associated with increased light exposure, extended longevity and longer eye length. We discovered that diurnal mammals and species with longer eyes are more likely to have violet-sensitive pigments and less likely to possess UV-sensitive pigments. We hypothesize that (i) as mammals evolved larger body sizes, they evolved longer eyes, which limited transmittance of ultraviolet light to the retina due to an increase in Rayleigh scattering, and (ii) as mammals began to invade diurnal temporal niches, they evolved lenses with low UV transmittance to reduce chromatic aberration and/or photo-oxidative damage.
Introduction
Mammalian vision is initiated by the absorption of light by retinal photopigments, which are composed in part by the G-protein-coupled receptors known as opsins. The three visual opsins found in therian mammals-short wavelength-sensitive 1 (SWS1), long wavelength-sensitive (LWS) and rod opsin (RH1)-differ in their peak absorption wavelength (l max ), with SWS1 ranging from ultraviolet-sensitive (350-370 nm; UVS) to violet-sensitive (400-457 nm; VS). UVS pigments are typically considered rare in mammals, having been directly measured in only 10 rodents [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] and four marsupials [7] [8] [9] , although predictions based on SWS1 opsin sequences suggest that UVS pigments may be more widespread [8, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . The utility of UVS versus VS pigments may be related to the detection of specific stimuli, particularly cues for foraging and communication [21] [22] [23] . Alternatively, broader selection pressures may govern the evolution of SWS1 spectral tuning. For example, UVS pigments would facilitate the detection of a wider spectrum of light than VS pigments, assuming a fixed l max for LWS [24] . Additionally, UVS SWS1 pigments may allow for greater chromatic contrast than VS SWS1 pigments due to increased spectral separation from LWS [25] [26] [27] . The widespread presence of UVS pigments in various vertebrates and the likelihood that a UVS SWS1 is the ancestral condition [28] suggests UVS pigments may be optimal for most vertebrate species. If correct, this raises the question of why most mammals have VS SWS1 pigments.
Prior to the discovery of UVS pigments in mammals by Jacobs et al. [1] , Goldsmith [29] suggested that mammals lack UV receptors because their eyes have lenses that filter out ultraviolet light. Indeed, some diurnal mammal lenses transmit little to no UV light [30, 31] , but the lenses of certain nocturnal [18, 30, 31] and subterranean [4, 20] mammals transmit UV light effectively, suggesting that photic niche (i.e. overall amount of light encountered by a species) may be influencing lens transmittance and ultimately SWS1 spectral tuning. Diurnal species may evolve lenses that reduce UV lens transmittance to limit the retina's exposure to damaging UV light and minimize chromatic aberration to improve visual acuity, though at the cost of reducing the wavelengths of light available to the retina and diminishing colour discrimination. This hypothesis predicts that species that occupy dim-light niches have UVS pigments, diurnal species have VS pigments and cathemeral/crepuscular mammals, which experience an intermediate amount of light, may have UVS or VS pigments. If UV-induced damage is a selection pressure driving lens evolution, then longevity may also influence SWS1 spectral tuning. Longlived mammals experience greater amounts of UV light, on average, and therefore should have a higher likelihood of ocular damage than short-lived species. This hypothesis predicts that the ocular media of longer-lived mammals evolved to reduce retinal exposure to UV light. In fact, several mammals show a reduction in lens short-wavelength transmittance as they age [30, 32] , suggesting that longer-lived mammals are more likely to have VS pigments. A third hypothesis is that eye length influences SWS1 spectral tuning [33] . The ocular media as a whole (i.e. cornea, aqueous humour, lens, vitreous humour) can attenuate UV transmittance, probably due in part to increased Rayleigh scattering of shorter wavelengths. Longer eyes are predicted to increase UV scattering due to the longer optical path length, reducing the amount of UV light that reaches the retina, a hypothesis supported by an analysis of avian eyes [34] . The retention of UVS pigments in longer eyes would reduce the overall photon catch of SWS1 cones, therefore leading to selection for VS pigments.
Here we test whether increases in photic niche brightness, longevity and eye length lead to increased SWS1 l max . We predict that the evolution of SWS1 spectral sensitivity in mammals is directly driven by the evolution of the ocular media, which in turn is influenced by the evolution of photic niche, longevity and eye length. Our results suggest that the ancestral therian mammal possessed a UVS SWS1, and this shifted to VS on at least 12 occasions in association with increases in light exposure and eye length.
Material and methods
We collected data on the presence/absence of SWS1 cones and spectral tuning of SWS1 opsin from the literature, GenBank, in silico assemblies of SWS1 from publicly available genomes (Ensembl; PreEnsembl; NCBI's whole genome shotgun database, hereafter WGS), and de novo sequences of SWS1 exon 1 generated from PCR amplification (electronic supplementary material, table S1). We deemed SWS1 cones as present in a species under the following conditions: positive immunostaining of cones with SWS1 opsin antibodies, electrophysiological or microspectrophotometric recordings of the retina/individual cones with a l max consistent with SWS1 (approx. 350-450 nm), SWS1 mRNA expression in retinal extracts, and/or the presence of intact SWS1 DNA sequences that lack inactivating mutations. Though none of the methods individually provides proof positive of functional SWS1 cones, there is a high level of consonance between the methods, suggesting that this is a reliable approach (see references in the electronic supplementary material, table S1). We concluded that SWS1 cones are absent when there were negative results from any of the above methods. When more than one l max estimate was reported in the literature, we selected the largest value for phylogenetic generalized least-squares (PGLS) analyses. We assembled sequences from genomes after BLASTing query mRNA sequences from GenBank against the genome databases using the BLAT algorithm for Ensembl/PreEnsembl and discontiguous megablast for WGS. If we had negative results, we used a less restrictive BLAST algorithm and/or query sequences from more closely related species. For de novo sequences, we designed primers based on the 5 0 UTR and intron 1 of SWS1 genome sequences of closely related taxa (electronic supplementary material, table S2). We performed nested PCR with Ramp-Taq DNA polymerase (Denville Scientific Inc.) in 50 ml reactions with the following thermal cycling parameters: template denaturation at 958C for 7 min; 45 cycles of 1 min at 958C (denaturation), 1 min at 508C (annealing) and 2 min at 728C (extension); a final extension at 728C for 10 min. We used 500-750 ng of genomic DNA for the initial PCR reactions and 1 -1.5 ml of PCR product in the nested PCR reactions. We assayed the final PCR products on 1% agarose gels, excised bands of interest with razor blades, and cleaned them with the Bioneer AccuPrep Gel Purification kit. Purified PCR products were sequenced in both directions at the UCR Core Instrumentation Facility with an automated DNA sequencer (ABI 3730xl). We performed contig assembly in GENEIOUS [35] v. 5.6.5 using the MUSCLE alignment tool [36] . All sequences were aligned manually with SE-AL v. 2.0a11 [37] .
We collected data for eye length (i.e. axial diameter) from various sources (electronic supplementary material, table S3), longevity from PanTHERIA [38] and AnAge [39] , and photic niche from PanTHERIA and the literature (Hall et al. [40] and Roll et al. [41] , and mammalian species accounts as listed in electronic supplementary material, table S3). In cases where eye length or longevity data conflicted, we selected the largest value reported among the sources. We coded photic niche as mesopic (sensu Jones et al. [38] ) when data conflicted.
We performed ancestral DNA sequence reconstructions of SWS1 using 218 mammals and eight outgroup taxa (electronic supplementary material, dataset S1) to infer historical shifts in spectral tuning based on residues 86 and 93 þ 114 (see below; bovine RH1 numbering here and throughout). We used both putatively functional and pseudogenic sequences to increase taxonomic coverage. We performed reconstructions with codeml in PAML v. 4.4 [42] , and compared four codon frequency models using the Akaike information criterion, with equal codon frequencies providing the best fit (electronic supplementary material, table S4).
We predicted the spectral tuning for newly reported sequences (genome-and PCR-derived) on the basis of comparative sequence and mutagenesis data (electronic supplementary material, tables S1 and S5). We recorded 13 residues in exon 1 of SWS1 known to affect spectral tuning [43] . All examined mammalian SWS1 sequences with F86 and T93 have UVS pigments, whereas possessing a tyrosine, serine or valine at 86 yields a VS pigment. By contrast, primates have a unique sequence combination that produces a VS pigment, apparently being determined by possessing a P93 (electronic supplementary material, table S1). Mutagenesis studies have demonstrated the importance of these amino acids in shifting UVS to VS pigments and vice versa [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] , whereas rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc. R. Soc. B 282: 20151817 mutations at other sites only induce minor spectral shifts. Therefore, we predicted that an SWS1 pigment is UVS if it possesses F86 and T93, and a VS pigment if it has Y86, S86, V86 or P93.
We estimated a phylogeny for mammalian species with data for SWS1 cones (i.e. presence/absence and/or spectral tuning), and added mammalian species and tetrapod outgroups from Meredith et al. [53] to provide a robust backbone for the tree. We only included one representative from each cetacean family due to the parallel inactivation of SWS1 in odontocetes and mysticetes [54] . Some taxa with high percentages of missing gene sequences and/or non-overlapping sequences (e.g. with other congeners) resisted robust phylogenetic placement and were not included in phylogenetic analyses. Finally, we added species to minimize long-branch misplacement (e.g. Miniopterus spp.). We collected DNA sequences for 38 genes (27 nuclear and 11 mitochondrial) from GenBank and various genomic resources (electronic supplementary material, table S6, dataset S2). We used the discontiguous megablast algorithm to obtain GenBank and WGS sequences, and BLAT for Ensembl and PreEnsembl sequences. We aligned sequences with MUSCLE in GENEIOUS and adjusted them manually in SE-AL. Alignment-ambiguous regions and contaminants were excluded prior to phylogenetic analysis. We concatenated the final gene alignments into a DNA supermatrix with SEQUENCEMATRIX [55] v. 1.7.8, and executed a RAXML [56] (v. 8.1.11) analysis on CIPRES [57] , giving each gene partition its own model of DNA sequence evolution (GTRGAMMA). We ran 500 bootstrap iterations with GTRCAT but otherwise used the default settings on CIPRES.
We estimated divergence times with chronos in the APE package in R [58] [59] [60] . We estimated the smoothing parameter with the cross-validation method implemented in chronopl in APE, starting at 0 and using a logarithmic scale from 10 26 to 10
14
. We set the smoothing parameter to the optimal value (10 7 ), employed 77 calibrations (electronic supplementary material, calibrations) and used the correlated model of sequence evolution. We implemented the resulting timetree in all subsequent phylogenetic comparative analyses.
We tested the hypothesis that the average amount of light exposed to the eye (photic niche) is correlated with spectral tuning with SIMMAP v. 1.5 [61, 62] . We coded photic niche as scotopic/dim light (0) for nocturnal and subterranean species, mesopic/moderate light (1) for cathemeral and crepuscular species, or photopic/bright light (2) for diurnal species. We coded spectral tuning as UVS (0) or VS (1) based on measured l max and/or DNA sequence predictions. We estimated character evolution priors [63] using the MCMC method described in SIMMAP (cycles: 100 000; sampling freq: 200; burnin: 10 000; rate upper bound: 1000): (i) photic niche: rate prior parameter a ¼ 26.128, b ¼ 2006.996; (ii) spectral tuning: rate prior parameter a ¼ 8.870, b ¼ 3616.625, bias parameter a ¼ 85.737. We set the bias parameter for photic niche to empirical, and used the default number of categories (k) for the priors (bias ¼ 31; rate ¼ 60). We pruned all species from the timetree that lacked sufficient data, and ran analyses with state ordering for photic niche as unordered and ordered. Sampling settings for the correlation analysis were 2000 samples, 10 prior draws and 1000 predictive samples.
We used phylogenetic logistic regression [64] to test the hypotheses that longevity and eye length predict spectral tuning, respectively. We coded spectral tuning as above, and logtransformed longevity and eye length prior to analysis. After pruning taxa with insufficient data, we converted the reduced timetrees into variance-covariance matrices (vcv function in APE). We performed phylogenetic logistic regression using the PLogReg function in MATLAB [65] with 2000 bootstrap simulations to calculate confidence intervals. We standardized the independent variables to have a mean of zero and a variance of one, and set the initial estimate of a to 21.
We performed PGLS [66] in the caper package in R [67] to test the hypotheses that photic niche, longevity and eye length influence SWS1 l max individually and in concert. We coded the independent variables as above, and pruned all species from the timetree that lacked data on l max and at least one of the predictor variables. We used a phylogenetic correction based on a maximum-likelihood estimate of Pagel's l, which in each case equalled 1.
Results and discussion
We assembled 40 complete or partial SWS1 sequences derived from published genomes, and generated 57 complete or partial SWS1 exon 1 sequences via PCR and Sanger sequencing for a total of 97 novel sequences (electronic supplementary material, dataset S3). Five novel sequences are pseudogenes (electronic supplementary material, table S7), suggesting that these species lack SWS1 cones. Three species-Odobenus rosmarus (walrus), Callorhinus ursinus (northern fur seal), Notoryctes typhlops (marsupial mole)-have intact coding sequences for complete or partial SWS1, but external evidence suggests that SWS1 cones are absent in each [68] [69] [70] . Our combined dataset describes 270 species with functional SWS1 cones, 214 of which have measured or predicted spectral tuning (electronic supplementary material, table S1), and 133 with nonfunctional SWS1 cones, a common trait in species occupying scotopic niches (see [2, 12, 17, 49, 54, [69] [70] [71] for discussion). Our novel sequence data increase the taxonomic coverage of SWS1 spectral tuning to 39 additional mammalian families. In total, we report 89 species with UVS pigments and 125 with VS pigments. These proportions suggest that UVS pigments in mammals are far more prevalent (41.6%) than previously assumed, which becomes even more apparent considering that the most diverse mammalian clades (e.g. murid and cricetid rodents, bats) so far only appear to possess UVS pigments.
We performed ancestral sequence reconstructions to infer the history of SWS1 spectral tuning in mammals. The topology we used (RAXML best tree) can be found in the electronic supplementary material (dataset S4). Based on changes in key residues, our reconstructions indicate that therian mammals inherited a UVS SWS1 pigment from an amniote ancestor, which shifted to a VS pigment on at least 12 occasions (figure 1). Seven shifts to a VS pigment occurred via F86Y, two through F86V, one by F86S, and on the stem Primates branch, a T93P substitution was accompanied by A114G (electronic supplementary material, table S8). Though Carvalho et al. [52] showed that introducing a P93T mutation into the aye-aye (Daubentonia madagascariensis) VS SWS1 pigment shifts it to UVS, Shi et al. [51] demonstrated that T93P is not sufficient to induce a mouse (Mus musculus) UVS pigment to shift to VS. Upon closer inspection, we found that the aye-aye and ancestral primate pigments are identical to the mouse UVS pigment at every tuning site except P93 and G114. Shi et al. [51] created four mouse SWS1 mutants that had P93 þ G114, all of which shifted mouse UVS to VS. Together these data suggest that the shift of primate pigments from UVS to VS is accomplished by T93P þ A114G as opposed to T93P alone. Most examined primate SWS1 pigments retain P93 þ G114, with cercopithecids and Cebus reverting to A114, and presbytins acquiring S114. However, these latter species possess additional substitutions that appear to have allowed them to retain VS pigments in the absence of G114 (electronic supplementary rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc. R. Soc. B 282: 20151817 material, table S1). Three tuning site substitutions on the stem lagomorph branch (F86A, T93N, L116 T) resulted in a pigment identical to that of Oryctolagus cuniculus (European rabbit; l max ¼ 425 nm [72] ), representing a novel mechanism for inducing a shift to a VS pigment. Whether one or a combination of these substitutions causes the shift will need to be verified with mutagenesis studies. The timetree we used for phylogenetic comparative analyses is in the electronic supplementary material (dataset S4). The SIMMAP results (n ¼ 163; table 1) indicate that photic niche is significantly correlated with spectral tuning. For both the unordered and ordered results, scotopic niche is positively associated with a UVS pigment and negatively associated with a VS pigment, whereas photopic niche is negatively associated with a UVS pigment and positively associated with a VS pigment, with one exception (m(Ph,UVS) ordered, p ¼ 0.08). Mesopic niche is negatively correlated with UVS pigments and positively with VS pigments, though only when photic niche was ordered. As predicted, the strength of these correlations was generally weaker than those for photopic niche.
The phylogenetic logistic regression analyses (table 2; electronic supplementary material, figures S1 and S2) indicate that increases in both log eye length and log longevity significantly predict UVS to VS pigment shifts. Log eye length has a larger effect on spectral tuning (b ¼ 3.24) than log longevity (b ¼ 0.908), suggesting that eye length's association with SWS1 evolution is more important than longevity.
Our PGLS results corroborate the SIMMAP and phylogenetic logistic regression results with one important caveat. Photic niche, log longevity and log eye length all individually have a positive relationship with SWS1 l max (table 3; electronic supplementary material, figures S3-S5), with log eye length predicting l max better (R 2 ¼ 0.3595) than log longevity (R 2 ¼ 0.1601) and photic niche (R 2 ¼ 0.08559). However, the results of our multiple regression analyses demonstrate that only log eye length and photic niche contribute to l max (adjusted R 2 ¼ 0.4093). Both eye length and longevity are highly correlated with body size [73, 74] , which may explain why log longevity's effect on l max drops out in multiple regression analyses. Since the term 'mesopic' (cathemeral/crepuscular) covers a broad range of light exposure conditions, it may mask a larger effect of photic niche on l max . We performed additional PGLS analyses with photic niche recoded as a binary trait by eliminating mesopic species (photic niche B: scotopic ¼ 0, photopic ¼ 1). With this alternative coding, photic niche provides better predictions of l max , both individually (R 2 ¼ 0.1571; table 3; electronic supplementary material, figure S6 ) and with eye length (adjusted multiple R 2 ¼ 0.5884). Photic niche's weaker effect on l max in the individual PGLS analyses may be an artefact of recoding a continuous character as a discrete character and/or a higher rate of evolution for photic niche than SWS1 spectral tuning. The latter hypothesis is supported by our MCMC analyses in SIMMAP (mean photic niche rate: 0.013; mean spectral tuning rate: 0.00245). Nonetheless, photic niche appears to influence the evolution of ocular lens transmittance, which may in turn drive SWS1 evolution.
We performed a PGLS analysis on Douglas & Jeffery's [32] dataset and confirmed that species that occupy brighter niches have lenses that transmit less UV light (n ¼ Our results suggest that mammalian UVS SWS1 pigments were inherited from an amniote ancestor and maintained in small-eyed species that occupy dim-light niches. The evolution of VS pigments was probably driven in part by increases in light exposure and eye length. We hypothesize that occupying brighter niches and evolving longer eyes decreased transmittance of UV via the ocular media [34] , facilitating selection for VS pigments to maximize photon capture. The evolution of lenses with decreased UV transmittance may have been driven by selection pressure(s) to reduce chromatic aberration and/or retinal exposure to harmful UV radiation in bright light. The evolution of longer eyes may be largely a secondary effect of increased body size, since body size positively correlates with eye length. Increases in both light exposure and eye length may ultimately be traced to mammalian niche diversification that occurred after the K -Pg mass extinction. Mammals in the Mesozoic were generally small-bodied and probably nocturnal [75] , features Figure 1 . (Overleaf.) Timetree with collapsed branches showing the diversity and major evolutionary transitions of SWS1 in mammals. Changes in colour along branches represent SWS1 transitions and have been arbitrarily dated to the midpoint of the branch on which they occurred. For species for which no sequence data are available, we indicated their most parsimonious ancestral states. For species that have complete SWS1 pseudogene sequences but show no evidence of shared inactivating mutations with other species, we assumed they lost SWS1 independently (e.g. pinnipeds). Paintings by Carl Buell, copyright John Gatesy. typically attributed to predation by, and/or competition with, dinosaurs. Many mammals evolved larger body sizes after the extinction of non-avian dinosaurs [76] and others may have become more active during the day, resulting in decreased ocular transmittance of ultraviolet light and selection for violet-sensitive SWS1. If the UVS to VS shifts occurred at the midpoint of their respective branches (figure 1), then six of 10 occurred within approximately 10 Myr of the K-Pg boundary. Though a very crude estimate of the timing of these shifts, it implies that this major niche diversification event may have ultimately driven SWS1 evolution.
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